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We prove that for m 21, cardtA,,,)=l+~:‘:,tm-i+l)q(i) where A,,, is the set of factors of 
length m of all the Sturmian words and cp is the Euler function. This result was conjectured by 
Dulucq and Gouyou-Beauchamps (1987) who proved that this result implies that the language 
(U,,,z,, A,,, )’ is inherently ambiguous. We also give a combinatorial version of the Riemann 
hypothesis. 
Let cy and p be two real numbers with cy E (0,l). Let us consider the sequence 
{ na! +p), n E N, n > 0, and define the infinite word j& = a,( cy, p)aJ (Y, p)a3( a, p) . . . 
by the rule 
a,,(% fp) = l 0 if’(na+p}E[O, l-a), 1 if{ncr+p}E[l-a, I), 
where for any real number r, (r} is the usual fractional part of r. We shall write a,, 
instead of a,,( cy, p) whenever there is no possibility of mistake. If cy = p/q wit 
q natural numbers, p and q coprime, then it is easy to prove that fu,p is 
and q is its minimal period. If CY is irrational then Lz,,, is not ultimately 
and it is called Sturmian. 
For example if we take ay = (fi+ 1)/2 - 1 an 
f tr,l, =1~110101~0~~010~~0~Q~. . . 
which called the Fibonacci word. 
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nonultimately periodic words f such that -1s 1x1, - ]yl, G 1 for all the factors x and 
y of j’ with the same length. Moreover, the set A of factors of all the Sturmian 
words is exactly the set of words w over (0, I} such that -1 s lxll - lyll s 1 for any 
couple of nonoverlapping factors x and y of w of same length. If we define for 
every word j’ over an alphabet S and for any natural number m, m > 0, gf( m) to 
be card( Fn S”), where F is the set of factors of X then the Sturmian words are 
exactly the nonultimately periodic words f such that gf( m) = m + 1. 
It is also possible to define the Sturmian words in the following way: a starting- 
point 6 is chosen in one side of a square pool table from which a billiard ball is 
shot so that the angle that the billiard ball forms with the chosen side will have an 
irrational positive tangent 8. If this billiard ball follows the law of light reflection, 
then we define f& as the O-1 infinite word whose nth digit is zero if and only if 
the billiard ball will hit at the nth times the pool table on the starting side or on 
the parallel one; for example, if we take 8 = 2/(&+ 1) and 5 = 0 then f & is again 
the Fibonacci word (for these and other results see [l, 2, 5,9, 10, 11, 121). 
We notice that, since cy E (0, l), we have, for any natural number, (4.~) # 
{-(i + l)a} and we shall use this fact freely in the following with no explicit mention. 
It is possible to prove as in [9, Section 2, Corollary 31 that the following proposition 
hoids 
reposition 1. For any QI, p real numbers with (Y E (0,l) and for any n, i, natural 
numbers, n>O, if (-(i+l)a}<{-icu} then 
else (i.e. {-(i+ l)a}>{-ia}) 
{n~+P}E[O,{-i~})u[(-(i+l)ar}, 1) @ Un+i(LY,p)=l. 
We recall that an interval of the form [r, r) is said to be improper and coincides 
with the empty set. 
From now on the letter m wi’rl represent a natural number greater than zero. If 
we consider the points 1, (-ia}, 0 d i s m, and if we rearrange them in one of the 
possible ways in the usual order, 
they! the sequence of (proper or improper) intervals L&X, m) =[cJcy, m), 
ck+& m)), 0~ k m, is well defined. 
depends only in 
hh factor a,,(a, p)a,,+h P) l . . a,,+,,Ac5 P! of fa p of length m 
that Lk ( (Y, m) containing { na f p}; more precisely it depends only on 
the set I&X, m) =(ie ,m-l}leither {-(i+l)a}<{-ia} and q(a,m)~ 
)a), {-ia}) or ;+&x}>{-ia} and c&,m)~[{-icu},{-(i+l)cu})). 
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roof. Since {na+&[c&, m), Q+~(Q., m)), by definition, ~(0, m) is the 
maximum of the points {-icy}, 0 s i s m, that are smaller than or equal to { ncy + p}; 
consequently we have for any i, 0 siam, that {na+p}~{-icll)~ck(~,m)~{-i~} 
or equivalently {na+p}C{-ia}Cw&,m)C{-icu}. It is now easy to prove by 
induction on m, using Proposition 1, that Ir,( cy, m) is exactly the set of the numbers 
i, OsNm-1, such that a,,+i=l. Cl 
We remark that if L&X, m) contains {no + p} then it must be proper; moreover, 
the factor that depends on Lk ( QI, m), if ck( cy, m) = {-icy}, is exactly 
Ui(cU, -2iQ)Ui+*(a, -2ia! j . . . ai+m_l(Q), -2icu). 
Corollary 3. The set Fo,P of *factors of fasP depends only on the sequence (-a}, i E N, 
i > 0, and, consequently, depends only on cx and does not depend on p. 
Since we want to study Fop, from now on p will be zero and it will not be written 
in this paper anymore, except in the proof of Theorem 14. 
The set F, is trivially right prolangable (i.e. for all u E F,, u0 E F, or u 1 E F, ). 
Since the Sturmian words are minimal (or recurrent, see [ 10, 1 l]), the set F, is also 
left prolongable (i.e. for any u E F*, Ou E F, or 1 u E F,). 
Definition. For every word f over an alphabet S and for any natural number m, 
m > 0, we define gJ( m) = card( F n S”), where F is the set of factors off: 
Corollary 4. For any natural number m, 
if ar = pf q with p and q coprime natural 
m > 0, and for any QI E (0,l 
numbers, then gr_ (m) s q. 
),gf-Jm)-n+l; 
Proof. The number of distinct proper intervals Lk( ar, m j is smaller than or equal 
to m + 1; in the particular case cy = p/q with p, q E N, p and q coprime, this number 
is smaller than or equal to q. Cl 
Proposition 5. Let f = CI1Q2U3 . . . be a word over S; if there exists a natural number 
m greater than zero such that gr( m) c m + 1, then f is ultimately periodic with minimal 
period smeller than or equal to m. 
Proof (a light variation of the remark to [4, Theorem 21). Since F is trivially right 
prolongable (i.e. if w E F then there exists a letter s of S such that ws E F) then gJ 
is a nondecreasing function. Therefore, if the last m such that g,(m) < m + 1 is 
greater than one, we have gJ( m) = gr( m - 1) = m; hence for j 3 m the letter aj is 
uniquely determined by the m - 1 letters immediately preceding it, a condition which 
is easily seen to imply the ultimate periodicity off with minimal period smaller 
than or equal to m. If gr( 1) = 1 then only one letter occurs in f and, hence, f is 
periodic with minimal period one. El 
or any natural number m > 0, a point a! E [0,1] is an m-Farey point 
if it is of the form cy = p/q with p and q coprime natural numbers, p 2 0, 16 q s m, 
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We notice that, from our definition, 0 is an m-Farey point for any natural number 
m greater than zero, while, in the usual definitions, 0 is not considered as an m-Farey 
point. 
Theorem 6. For each natural number m, m > 0, if a E (0,1) is not an m-Farey point 
then g,.Jm)=m+l; ifaE(O,I) is such that a! = pf q with p and q t:oprime natural 
numbers, q=G m, then gIi, (m) = q. 
roof. If CY E (0,l) is not an m- Farey point then either ar is irrational and so fa is 
Sturmian and is not periodic, or cy = p/q with p, q E N, p and q coprime, Q > m, and 
so fn is periodic with minimal period q greater than m; thus, front Proposition 5, 
gKX (m) 3 m + 1 and the Theorem follows from Corollary 4. If ey E (0,l) is such that 
CY = p/q with p, q E N, p and q coprime, q s m, then _&a is peri0di.c with minimal 
period q; thus, from Proposition 5, g,:(m) 3 q and the theorem follows from 
Corollary 4. 0 
Corollary 7. For any a E (0,1) there is a one-to-one correspondence b tween the proper 
intervals L&Y, m) and the factors off* of length m; thus with any factor of length m 
of fn we can associate a proper interval Lk( a, m) and vice versa. 
We notice that if CY is not an m-Farey point then, for any i, j E {0,1,. . . , m}, i #j, 
{-ia} #{-ja}# 1 and, so, for any k~(0, 1,. . . , m}, c&, m) # Q+,((Y, m) and 
Lk( CY, m) is always proper; we shall use this result freely in the sequel with no 
explicit mention. 
If t and u are two consecutive m-Farey points then, for all U, p E (t, u], 
cy < p, and for all k such that Lk (p, m) is proper, we have 4 (a, m) = Zk (p, m). ( Clearly, 
we consider the case p = u only if u < 1.) 
First of all we claim that, for any i, j E (0, 1, . . ., m), 
(1) {-iat}<{-jcx)+{-ip}s{-jp} which implies 
(2) {-ifl}> (-j/3)=+{-icy)> {-jcy) (since i #j and, so, {-ia) # {-ja)). 
The case i = 0 or j = 0 is trivial. 
Suppose by contradiction that {-ia) < {-ja) and {-ip) > {-jp) with i > 0 and 
j>O; if we ca!! h(x)={-ix)-{-jx) then we know that h(a)<0 and h(P)>O. 
We see that h is con:inuous in [cu, p]; in fact, h is always a left continuous 
function and the only points of right discontinuity could be the points x such that 
-ix or -jx is an integer -p, i.e. x = p/i or x = p/j, i.e. they are m-Farey points but, 
by the choice of cy and /3, there are no m-Farey points in [cu, p). 
Since 11 is continuous in [ac, /?I then there exists @E (a, p) such that h(e) = 
I-it)-{-j()=O, r SOme integer p; since 1 j - iI S m 
we get that is an 
By(l) and (2) weget for any i,Oai<m 
(3) (-(i+l)a}<{-ia} e {-(iH)~}<{--i/3}. 
For any y E (0, 1) and for any k such that L,( ‘y* m) is proper we define 
X&,m):={jllzs jsm and {-jy}>cJy,m)} and X~(y,m):={jll~j 
{-jy}sc&,m)] -{jll j G sm}-x&,m). By deli it is easy to prov 
that k =card(?Lz( y, m)). We have Xk(cy, m) 
X&Z, m) = X’,(p, F:). In fact, by the choi 
card(Xi(a[, m)) := card(Xi(p, m)) and hence 
same cardinal@ I3y using the fact that for any y 
if j E Xk( y, m), we have that { -jy} > { -4~); it follows from (2) that 
X&3, m) and, so, the equality is true. 
Therefore, for any i, , izc (0, 1, . . . , m}, we can say that 
i.e. 
The thesis now follows from (3), (4) and the definition of I&(?, m). &3 
We remark that, in the above theorem, by proving that X’,(cu, m) = X’,I & m), we 
have also proved that c&( Y, m) is the maximum between the points { -ja;! such that 
{-jp)= c&(p, on); hence, if p # U, we have that ck(p, m) = {-ip} if and only if 
c&b, m) = I-.id 
Corollary 9. If t and u are two consecutive m-Farey points then for ail cy, /3 E (I, u] 
we have that F, n (0,l)” 2 FP n (0, l}m; in particular, n{O, 1)” 2 F, P (0, 
Proof. Since L&(c&, m) is always proper, the proof follows directIy frOm Theorem 
8 and Proposition 2. Cl 
Corollary 10. If t and u are two consecutive m-Farey points then for any cy, /3 E ( t, u), 
a! <p, we have that F, n (0, 1)" = FP n (0, 1)“. 
roof. Since QI, p are not m-Farey oints then, from 
g~~(m)=card(F,n{0,1)“)=m+1=g,,(m)=card(F,n(0,1}“); hence tl:e state- 
ment follows from Corollary 9. El 
If d, u, v, are three consecutive m- 
ral numbers, then it is na 
out the relation between 
yc U. 
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We know I Tat he number of proper intervals Lk(x, m), t < x < u, is exactly m + 1, 
the number of proper intervals, I+( u, m) is exactly q and the number of proper 
intervals Lk(x, m), u c x < u, is again m + 1. This fact, Corollaries 7,9 and 10 suggest 
the following theorem and Corollary 15. 
Theorem 11. If u > 0 and v are two consecutive m-Farey points then for all y E (u, v) 
we have that F,, n (0, 1)"' 2 F,, (7 (0, 1)“‘. 
&&. We netice that,, since u = plq for some p and q coprime natura! numbers, 
0 < q s m, for any natural number k, 0 ~k~rn, ck(u,m) is of the form d/q with 
OS d s q - 1. By Corollary 10 we can choose and fix y such that y - u < 1/2qm. 
It is easy to prove that for each point of the form (-jy}, 0 s j s m, the point x 
that is equal to 0 if j = 0, to 1 if {-ju} = 0 and j Z 0 and to {-ju} in the other cases, 
is such that 06 x - { -jy} < j/2qm s 1/2q. Consequently, for any point of the form 
{ -jy) there exists a point of the form d/q, 0 s d s q (that is, exactly x) such that 
O<d/q-(-jy)<j/2qmG1/2q. 
Conversely, since p and q are coprime and q =S m, the set of points { -ju), 1 s j G m, 
includes the set of points of the form d/q with 0~ d s q - 1 and so, for each point 
of the form d/q, 0~ d s q, the set of the points {-jr}, 0~ j s m, such that 0~ 
d/q - {-jy) < 1/2q is nonempty. 
Let k be such that Lk( u, m) is proper. We claim that if k* is such that ck+( y, m) 
is the maximum of the points { -jy}, 0~ j s m, whose distance from ck( u, m) is 
smaller than 1/2q then Ik( u, m) = I&y, m) and so, by Proposition 2, the theorem 
is true. 
The proof of the claim is by cases; in fact, from the definition it is sufficient to 
provethat foreach iE{O,I,...,m-1) 
(i) if{-(i+l)y}<{-iy} and {-(i+l)u}<(-iu} then 
CdY, m)E [Hi+ l)y}, {-iy)) e c&, m)E [{-(i+ l)u}, {-iu}), 
(ii) if {-(i+l)y}C(- iy} and {-(i+l)u)>{-iu) then 
C&Y, mk [Hi+ lh), b-jr)) ‘e ck(u, mM Wul, C-G+ W), 
(iii) if {-(i+l)y}>{-iy} and (-(i+l)u)>{-iv) then 
(iv) if {-(i+l)y)>{-iy} and {-(i+l)u}<{-iu} then 
My, mk [{-iy}, (-(i+ 1)~)) B c&4, m)e [(--(i-k lju), {-iu}). 
shall prove only (i) and (ii) since the proof of (iii) and (iv) is analogous. 
irst of all we observe that for each i E (0, 1, . . . , m - 1, m), (-iu) = 0 if and only 
if 1 - {-iy} < I/29; in fact, the choice of y implies that -iu - iy r: 1/2q. If {-iu} = 0 
then -iu is an integer and, so, 1 - (-iy) = --iu - iy. f 1 -(--jy}< !/2q then there 
exists an integer s such that s - iy < l/24, which implies s - iy - iu -- iy = s - iu < 
1/2q + 1/2y = l/q; since -iu is of the form d/q with d integer, s = -iu, i.e. (-iu) = 0. 
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We also have that for any &{Q,l,...,m-1}, {-(i+l)y)<{-iy} and {-(i+ 
1 )u} > { -iu} if and only if { -iu} = 0. In fact, since { -iu} = 0, it is trivial that 
{-(i+l)u)){--iu} and, since {-(i+l)u}#O, 1-{-(i+ljy}>1/2q which implies 
that {-(i+l)y}<{-iy}. If {-(i+l)y}<{-iy} and {-(i+l)u}>{-iu} then the 
function h(x)={-(i+l)u}-{-’ } zu is such that h(u) > 0 and h(y) c 0 and since, for 
any x E (u, y), h is continuous and different from zero (analogously as in the proof 
of Theorem 8) then, for any x E (u, y), h(x) < 0; this implies that h is discontinuous 
in u, and so either -(i + 1)u is integer or -iu is integer. Since h(u) > 0, the only 
possibility is that -iu is integer, i.e. (4.4) = 0. 
Now, since Lk( u, m) is proper, ck( u, m) is of the form d/q with d c q, while for 
anyiE{O,l,...,m- 1, m} if { -iu} # 0 then 1 - { -iy} > 1/2q; as a consequence and 
by the choice of k* we have that for any i E (0, 1, . . . 9 m - 1, m} such that { -iu} # 0 
(1) c&4 m) < (-iu) e ck*( y, m) C {-iy}. 
We have seen that the hypothesis of (i) implies { -iu} Z 0 and since l- 
{-(i+l)y}>l-{-iy}>1/2q,wealsohave{-(i+I)u}#Oandsothethesisfoliows 
directly from (1). 
The hypothesis of (ii) implies that { -iu} = 0 and, so, 
Since (-iu)=O, 1 -{-iy}~ 1/2q and since ck(u, m) is of the form d/q with d <q, 
by the choice of k* we have that 
(3) Chz*(Y, m) < I-iYl. 
Since {-(i+l)u}#{-iu)=O, the thesis follows from (3), (2) and (1). Cl 
Lemma 12. Let k be a natural number greater than or equal to zero and smaller than 
or equal to m + 1 and let cy E (0,l) be different from an m- Farey point. If ck ( (Y, m ) = 
(-zcu), 0~ z~ m and if cot, . . . c,,,-~ and bob,. . . b,,, _, are the words associated ( in 
the sense of Propositiors 2) to Lk _, (a, m) and LA (a, m) respectively (with the convention 
that L-,(0, m) = L,,(ly, m)) then 
- ifz#O andzfm then ci=bij3ri#z-I and ifz, cr-,=b:=O, c-_=b=_,=l; 
- if z=O (i.e. c&r, m)=O) then c, = 6, for i#O, bCl=O, co= 1; 
- ifz= mthenc,=b,fori#m-1,s,-,=O, b,,_,=l. 
roof. We see, by definition, that 
- if ~$0 and zfm then i~,r,_iQ,a,,.rra)(Si~6*..i(lY,m) for I#;cz-1 and i#z, 
z-lEIk-,(ar,m)and ztiI,(a,m), z-kI&x,m) and ZE]~-,((~,m); 
- If z=O then iE J&a[, rn)eiE --,(a, m) for itf:Q, OE Mm, 
- if z=m then iC JAJac, rn)CGE 
1 E I&, m). 
e set of numbers i such that 
c, = 1 (respectively b, = 1) the proof of the lemma is now clear. Cl 
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nition. If 6 is a word over (0, 1) we define (61, to be the number of ones in 6. 
The following lemma is a well known result about the Sturmian words (see [S, lo]). 
a 13. lfx and y are two factors with same length of the same Sturmian word 
then -1s I-ul, +I, 5 1. 
roof (Sketch). Let us consider the Sturmian word A, ; if p < ma c p + 1 (i.e. p is 
the integer part of ma), since [ 1 -a, 1) has length cy, at least p and at most p+ 1 
of the points ((n + s)a), 0~ s < m, belong to [ 1 - ru, 1); consequently, the number 
of ones in any factor of A, is either p or p + 1. 0 
Let t c a < u = pl q < y < v, where t, u, v are three consecutive m-Farey 
points and p and q are coprime natural numbers. !f w E Fy n (0, 1)“’ and w” E F,, n 
(0, 1)“’ and w, w* e F,, thePI w contains a factor x of length q and w* contains a factor 
y of-the same length ojk such that lxll - lyll 2 2. 
roof. First of all we notice that, since t, u, v are three consecutive m-Farey points, 
ar and y both lie between the same two consecutive (q - I)-Farey points; from 
Corollary 10 we get F,, n(0, l)“-’ = F,, n (0, l)y-’ which implies, from Lemma 13, 
that the length of s in the statement of the theorem is the smallest possible. By 
Corollary 10 we can choose a fix cy and y such that u - CY = u - y < 1/2qm. 
Proceeding in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 11 we can prove that for 
any point of the form d/q, 0~ d G q, if d ~0 
<d/q<{-i,cu)<..*<(-i,,.,a) 
l . ‘i- i,,a)<(d/q)+(l/2q), 
ifd=O 
1 -1/2qC(-i,,y)<(-i,, ,y)+.*<(-i,y)<l, 
O<(-i,cu)+*. <i-i,, ,cu)<(-i,,a)< i/2q, 
with 1 c i, 5 m and d/q = { -i,u) = l l 9 = i-i,, , IJ) =: (-i,,u) and n > 0; it is also easy 
to see that i, <: l l l < i,, , < i,,. Furthermore, since p and q are coprime, it is easy to 
prove for all integers j,, j, that (-j,u) = (-j,u) if and only if j, = j2 mod p; con- 
uently, WC have i, s q with equality if and only if {-iI u) = (-0~) = 0 and i,. = 
t‘ - 1 ) y, I 5: I’ 5 11. 
e claim that if WC 
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Since there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the intervals &( y, m) 
and the factors off, of length m, if w E FY n (0, l}“’ and w E F,, then, by the proof 
of Theorem 11, w is associated, in the sense of Proposition 2, with an interval 
Lk( y, m) such that ck( y, nz) is not the maximum between the points {-jy}, 0 sj s m, 
whose distance to a point of the form d/q, 0~ d < q, is smaller than 1/2q. 
Let us suppose now that d > 0; then w is associated with an interval Lk( y, m) 
such that, with the same notation as above, ck( y, m) = {-i,y} with 1~ v 6 n. 
Since cy and y both lie between the same two consecutive (q - l)-Farey points 
and since i, s q - 1, from Theorem 8 and the remark to Theorem 8, from Proposition 
2 and the remark to Proposition 2, we have that the word 
ai,(QI, -2i,a)a,,+,(a, -2ip). . . ai,+,!_ (0, -2i,a) 2 
is equal to 
ai,(Y9 -2ilY)ai,+,(Y9 -2i1Y) l l l ai,+,, ,(Y, -%y); 
we also see from the proof of Theorem 8 that { -ia} < { -ja}e{ -iy} =c { -jy} for 
O~i,j~q-1.Since(-jy}~1-1/2q<{-qy}<1 andO<{-qa}<1/2qc{-jcr}for 
Oaj s q - 1, it follows from Proposition 2 that also a,,+(, _ ( a, -2i,a) is equal to 
a4+l)-~ (Y, -21Y). 
Since (-i,y)<{-i,y+qy}<. l l <(--i,y+nqy}<{-i,y)+1/2q, and since the 
point of the form {-jr}, Oaj 6 q, following (-i, y} in the usual order is at distance 
greater than 1/2q from {-i, y), we have, again from Proposition 2, that the factors 
of length q starting from Q,, +,,,( y, -2i, y) with 0~ s s n are all equal. If we call u, 
the prefix of length q -2 of 
a,,h -2ida,,+,(y, -2W.. . a ,,,,, ,(y, -2i,y) 
then we can write, from Lemma 12, 
aJY9 -2ilYJai,+,(y9 2i,y). l . U,,+,,_2(y, -2i,y) = u,lOu,, 
and so the word of length m, associated with the interval which has {--i, y) as a 
minimum, from the remark to Proposition 2, has the form 
where, in this expression, u,lO occurs at least n times. Thus, from Lemma 12, w 
has the form 
u,Ol u_l . . . u,01u~u,10.. . 
where, in this expression, er,Ol occurs v times, and so b+u, 1 is a factor of length 
q of H’. 
Since a,,((~, -~I’,LY)~,,+,(u, -2i,a). . L1 ~,,+.,_~(a, -2i,a) = u,lOuz, we have from 
Lemma 12 that the word of le 
(-ip} is of the form u,Olu?; 
w* of the length m assoc 
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From the remark to Theorem 8 and from the choice of cy we see that if w* E F,, n 
(0, I}“’ and w* E F,, then w* is associated with an interval Lk( cy, m) such that ck( cy, m) 
is the maximum between the points { -ja}, Oaj s m, whose distance to a point of 
the form d/9, OS d < 9, is smaller than l/29; then, as in the previous claim, we 
can prove that if WY* E F,, n (0, 1)“’ and w*g F,, then there exists a H’E FY n (0, 1)“’ 
such that w contains a factor of length 9 of the form 1~1 and w* contains a factor 
y of the form 0~~0. 
If w E FY r, (0, l}“’ and w* E F,, n (0, 1)“’ and w, w* e F, then there exist wI E FY n 
(0, 1)“’ and wf E F‘, n (0, 1)“’ such that lz, 1 is a factor of w, Oz,O is a factor of w:, 
1~~1 is a factor of w, ,Oz10 is a factor of w* with z, and z1 words with same length 
9-2; if lz,l, <lzzl, then Ilz,l,~ IOzzl,+2; but lz, and Ozz are of length 9- 1 and 
since a! and y both lie between the same two consecutive (9 - l)-Farey points, lz, 
and Oz? belong to the same Stut mian word, which is impossible from Lemma 13. 
Therefore lz,l, 2 IzJ, and so 11 z, 1 I, 3 lOz,Ol, + 2, i.e. the theorem is true. Cl 
[f t < a! c u = p/ 9 c y c v where t, u, v are three consecutive m-Farey 
points with p and 9 coprime natural numbers then F,, n FY n (0, 1)“’ = F, n (0, 1)” and 
so card((F,n{O,l}“)-F,)=m-q+l. 
roof. Let w and x be as in Theorem 14. Thus w cannot belong to F,, otherwise 
x would also be a factor of fU and this is impossible according to Lemma 13. The 
corollary now follows from Theorem 6, Corollary 9 and Theorem 11. Cl 
eorem 16. If 0 <: a < u = p/9 < y c v where u, v are two consecutive m-Farey points 
with p and 9 coprime natural number then 
(W,dO, l)“‘)- F,)n F,, =(3. 
We claim that for any cy and y such that 0~ cy < y < 1 it holds that for all 
natur?, numbers m, m 3 1, and for any factor w E FY of length m there exists a 
factor w* E E;, with the same length such that I WI, Z- I w*l, . From Theorem 11 and 
Corollary 9 we can suppose, without loss of generality, that in the statement of the 
theorem and of the claim cy and y are not m-Farey points. 
e want to prove the claim by induciion on m. The case m = 1 follows directly 
from the fact that the only I-Farey points are 0 and 1 and from Corollary IO. 
Let us suppose that the claim is true for any number smaller than m. If cy and y 
belong to the same interval of the form (u, v) with u and v consecutive m-Farey 
points then from Corollary 10 the claim is trivially true. 
v where t, II, v are t e consecutive m-Farey points then, by 
if w E F,, n (0, 1 }“I and w E then w contains a factor x such that 
s x and 1x1, - lyl, 2 2; the length of x cannot 
ce we can write 0~’ =x’xx” with x’ and x” of len 
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We can apply the inductive hypothesis to x’ and x” and obtain that there exist 
X* and x**, factors of J1, of the same length as x’ and x” respectively, such that 
lx’l, 2 1x*1, and lx”l, 3 Ix**(, . By Lemma 13 we have that Ix*ll 2 Iy’ii - 1 and Ix**I1 z 
ly"l, - 1 and so 
Hence the claim is true in this case; in the other cases, since the number of m-Farey 
points is finite, it is easy to find a finite sequence Q! = cul 9 a2,, . . . z a, = y such that 
ai, @;+I satisfy the above case and so, from the transitivity of 2, the claim is true. 
Let us now take a real p such that cy < p < u and /3 > 1, where t is the greatest 
m-Farey point smaller than u. We can apply Theorem 13 and obtain that if w E Fy n 
(0, l}“’ and w E FU then w contains a Victor x such that there exists a y E Fp of the 
same length as x and 1x1, - lyl,a 2; from the claim we 6 %in that there exists a 
y’~ F,, of the same length as x such that 1x1, - I_y’l, 3 2. Thucl w cannot belong to 
F,, otherwise x would be also a factor of J@ and this is impossible according to 
Lemma 13. Cl 
Theorem 17. card(A,,,)=l+~~z,(m-i+l)cp(i) where A,=U,,,_(O,,)F,n{O,l}“’ 
and cp is the Euler function. 
Proof. From Corollary 9 and Theorem 11 we have that A, = UtcC T(m) F, r (0, l}“, 
where the elements of T(m) are not m-Farey points and T(m) contains exactly one 
point of each subinterval in which (0,l) is subdivided by the m-Farey points. If 
m = 1, the only I-Farey points are 0 and 1; hence T( 1) contains only a point cy and 
F, n (0, 1) has cardinality 2 by Theorem 6. Since cp( 1) = 1, the statement is true r”or 
m = 1. 
Let m be greater than 1 and let cy be the minimum of T(m); from Theorem 6, 
card( F, n (0, 1)“‘) = m + 1. From Corollary 15 and Theorem 16 
m 
card(A,,,)=m+l+ 1 (m-i+l) 
r-=2 
xcard((uE(0, l)lu= p/i, p and i coprime natural numbers}). 
The theorem now follows from the fact that, for all natural numbers i greater than 
two, card((uE(0, l)lu=p/i, f, n and i coprime natural numbers)) = p(i) and that 
cp(l)=l. 0 
. Let m be a nalural number greater then or e 
lhe singleton containing the em 
(9 
(ii) I?1 --0 
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roof. Since C:‘L, q(i)=3m2/n2+O(m logm) (see [8, p.268]), 
“I 
C icp( i) = 2mJ/G + 0( m’ log m) 
r-l 
and, so, (i) follc.~wc from Theorem 17. In [2] it is proved that A’u {O”, 1” 1 m and 
n natural numbers greater than zero) is a context-free language; consequently, since 
{O”,, “I m and n natural numbers greater than zero} is a rational language, A’ is 
also context-free. By Theorem 17, the generating series 
d(x) = 1 card(An(0, l}j)xi = C card(A’)x’ 
I -0 i-0 
i5 equal t0 (l-X+@(X))/( - x)‘) where &(x)=z,_, cp(i)x’. Since 4(x) is not 
algebraic, d(x) is not algebraic and is, consequently the generating series of AC. 
The above facts imply (see [3]) that (ii) is true. 0 
For further discussion about languages and ambiguity see [2, 61. 
efinitions. For each real number x we define A(x) = U,, (4),,xb F, and A,,,(x) = 
A(x) {-I (0, 1 }“I; clearly, A( 1) = A and A,,,( 1) = A,,,, where A and A,,, are defined as 
in Theorem 17 and in Corollary 18. We call a word w of a set of words over (0, I} 
qxcial if w 1 and w0 belong to the same set; we define C”,(x) as the number of 
special factors of length m of A(x) and the “remainder” R,(x) = 
C,‘, ,w/c,, ,(1)-x* 
Since A(x) is closed under factors, we notice that Cn,-,(x) is equal to the 
cardinality of A,,,(x) minus the cardinality of A,,_,(x). 
reposition 19. The Riemann hypothesis on the zeroes of thefunction c(s) is equident 
to each of’ the following statements: 
(i) I:, Rf,,(x) dx = o( m 2”tt ) for any E z 0, 
(ii) 1 Rf,,(u,)=o(m -“’ ) for any E > 0, where the sum is over all the m-Farey 
points u,. 
f. bane1 [7] has proved that the Riemann hypothesis on the zeroes of the 
function J(s) is equivalent to Proposition ( 19)( ij and (ii) where the “remainder” 
R,,,(x) is replaced by the “remainder” R:,(x) defined as the number of m-Farey 
points smaller than or equal to x divided by the number of m-Farey points, minus 
X. Since the number of m- Farey points is Z, , SC){ i) = 3m’/n’+ 0( m log m), to prove 
the theorem it is sufficient to show that C”, ,(.K) differs from the number of the 
m-Farey points smaller than or equal to x by a constan From Corollary 13 and 
Theorem 16 we see that the cardinality of A,,,(x) minus t e cardinaljty of A,,,_ ,( x) 
is ctly ths number of m-Farey points smaller than x. ence the number of 
m- oints smaller than .Y is C,,, !(x), and so the proposition is true. Cl 
or each word M’ over (0,l) of len 
ers of ones in all t 
e numb v,(w) 
i of w. e call 
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norm of w the maximu of the numbers (vi(w) - 1)/i, 1 s i s m, and we define the 
“b,all” B,,(x) as the set of words over (0, 1) of length m that have norms smaller 
thain x. We define C%_,(x) as the cardinality of &(x)n A minus the cardinality 
of B,_,(x) n A and the “remainder” 
Let w E F, n (0, I}, w # 00 l . . 00 (which has norm -I/m). We want to prove 
by induction on m that, if u is the greatest m-Farey point smaller than OY and if 
we F,, then the norm of w is equal to u. 
After Corollary 15 we can suppose that a is not an m-Farey point. We use the 
fact that the number of ones in any factor of fa is either the integer part of ma or 
the integer part of ma + 1. 
If ar < l/m, the statement is trivially true and so also the case m = 1 is trivial. Let 
US suppose m>l and @H/m. Let p/m<a<(p+l)/m, p>l; then the integer 
part of ma is p and so (v,(w)-l),‘m is either equal to (p-1)/m or to p/m. 
Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, if u r p/m, the norm of w is equal to U; if 
u = p/m with p and m noncoprime numbers, then, again from the induction 
hypothesis, the norm of w is equal to u. If u = p,‘rn with p and m coprime numbers, 
then from Theorem 14 there exists a p, not an m- Farey point, ( p - 1 )/m < p < p/m, 
such that for any w* E FP n (0, ,)“I and w*e F,, v,,(w) - v,( w*) 3 2; since, from 
Theorem 6, there exists one such w* and since vnr( w*) is either p - 1 or p, we have 
that the only possibility is that v,( w*) = p - 1 and v,,(w) = p + 1, i.e. (v,(w) - 1)/m = 
p/m. Since from the induction hypothesis ( v,( w) - 1 )/i < u = p/m, 1 s i s m - 1, the 
norm of w is equal to u. 
From Corollary 15 it follows that for any cy the norm of N’ is equal :o u*, where 
u* is the greatest m-Farey point smaller than cy such that ov ti FU* ; hence B,,,(x) n 
A 2 4,(x). 
If w E B,(x) (7 A and w a~ A,(x) then, from Corollary 9, it does not belong to 
each ffl with cy G t, where t is the smallest m-Farey point greater than or equal to 
x, and so its norm is greater than or equal to x, i.e. A,,(x) 1 B,(x) n A. Cl 
Corollarly 21. The Riemann hypothesis on the zeroes of the function c(s) is equivalent 
to each of the following sfatements: 
(i) 1: R:‘(x) dx = o( m-3/2+F) *for any E > 0, 
(~a) x R:‘(q) =0(m - ‘+ F ) fir any F > 0; where the sum is over all the discoratinuity 
poislls u, of the-function R%(x). 
Proof. Since, from Theorem 20, B,(x) n A = A,,,(x), R:,(x) = Jx) and the thesis 
now follows from Proposition 19. Cl 
We remark that in [ orem 35 it is proved that the set 
s 1x1, - l_VlI s 1 
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0 I A ,c taCtOfS rr’ a~*~ ;; ui v”: c nn-9 r. . “n 3a:::tw :L._arrl \t>rw L-i ..L.,.U l-tte+k hp 1 et--- !3!; consequently, it is possible 
to give the definition of R:,(x) in a purely combinatorial way, and so (i) and (ii) 
of CoroHary 2 1 can be though as a combinatorial version of the Riemann hypothesis. 
I would like to thank J.9. Allouche and Prof. A. Restivo for their encouragements 
and advices, and Prof. 6. Rauzy for suggesting that I look for a combinatorial 
version of the Rieinann hypothesis in connection with Frame13 paper. 
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